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GEOENGINEERING AND CLIMATE MANAGEMENT:
FROM MARGINALITY TO INEVITABILITY

Jay Michaelson*

INTRODUCTION

In 1998, I wrote the first law review article advocating geoengineering as a climate change mitigation strategy in the Stanford Environmental Law Journal. At the time, geoengineering was both unknown and unpopular — a seemingly impossible combination, but one enabled by the curious fact that as soon as anyone heard of it, they disliked it.

Twelve years later, the political economy of geoengineering — or as I prefer to call it, for reasons described here, climate management (“CM”) — has shifted, precisely because the conditions I outlined in 1998 have stayed so strikingly the same. Then, I argued that the lack of political will, absence, complexity, and sheer expense of climate change mitigation made meaningful preventive measures, i.e. cutting greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions, extremely difficult to undertake. After a decade of obfuscation and misinformation by powerful political actors, the case seems stronger than ever.

It was on the basis of this first conclusion, that meaningful GHG reduction would be extremely difficult, that I then proceeded to investigate geoengineering from a political-economic point of view. The causal nexus is crucial, and one I share with most other advocates of CM. Few believe that sulfuric sunscreens and oceanic algae farms are preferable to traditional GHG reduction policies. Rather, my claim twelve years ago, and advocates’ claim today, is that geoengineering is necessary because of the unfortunate political economy of GHG reduction, in which the highest costs of mitigation fall
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2. Manhattan, supra note 1, at 81-103.

3. “Meaningful” here is the key modifier, of course. A commonly used CO2 stabilization target is 450ppm; we are currently at 385ppm, 100ppm above the pre-industrial level. Thus even this target represents more CO2, and thus more global warming potential, than is presently in the atmosphere. Additionally, this target, post COP-15, is now regarded as unachievable. I discuss these issues infra Part I. See Tom Wigley, The Science of Geoengineering, Presentation at American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research Conference (June 3, 2008), available at http://www.aei.org/docLib/20080606_WigleyJune3powerpoint.pdf.
precisely on some of the most powerful political actors. Likewise, geoengineering advocates usually do not claim that it should be implemented in place of GHG reduction. Rather, the usual claim is that it should be pursued in addition to GHG reduction and that at the very least, serious research into its feasibility is warranted.

Geoengineering was a marginal idea in 1998, and I had only a dozen or so legal, political, and scientific studies to rely upon. Since then, much has changed. While CM remains at the margins of our popular political discourse, there has been an explosion of scientific and policy analyses, particularly since the publication of Paul Crutzen’s 2006 editorial on Solar Radiation Management (SRM), probably the most promising potential geoengineering technology.4 Indeed, one may divide the history of this progress into B.C. — Before Crutzen — and after. This was not some recent law school graduate making a policy recommendation — this was a Nobel laureate, prophet of the atmospheric ozone crisis, and widely-respected leader in climate science. SRM, Ocean Iron Fertilization (“OIF”: seeding gigantic phytoplankton carbon sinks in the oceans by fertilizing them with iron), and other technologies have since been explored and advanced by credible scientists, scholars, and even entrepreneurs. Such proposals are no longer the stuff of “giant laser space Frisbees,” the phrase from Bloom County which I cited in 1998.5

At the same time as this increase in attention to CM in scientific and policy circles, there has been another, subtler trend that has accompanied it: its tentative exploration by conservative think tanks and pundits. In a sense, this is every environmentalist’s worst nightmare: the same conservatives, lobbyists, and business interests who have successfully stopped climate change legislation are, just as some greens feared, coming around to support engineering the atmosphere instead of reducing our consumption. As well they should. As I noted in 1998, CM can be postponed; it can be undertaken by making more stuff, rather than less; and it can even be subcontracted out to private actors, without the need of government regulation of ordinary people. It’s a Tea Partier’s green dream.

Yet the mere fact that conservatives support geoengineering should not, in itself, cause liberals and greens to oppose it. Despite my unsavory bedfellows, I remain a geoengineering advocate, or, on the “blue team,” in the language of Eli Kintisch’s recent book.6 Had geoengineering been the Right’s idea, perhaps I would now be saying, for the sake of the planet, “If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em.” But it was not the Right’s idea. CM has come about, and come to prominence, because of sincere environmental scientists and policy analysts struggling with how to avert massive climate catastrophe. Supporting CM should give any environmentalist pause, both because of its riskiness and because so many of our political foes support it. It i’s outrageous, in a way.First, greedy oilmen block GHG reduction by saying that climate change does not exist, and then they support CM because all of a sudden it does.

5. Manhattan, supra note 1, at 130.
6. In Kintisch’s lingo, the “Blue Team” is pro-geoengineering, the “Red Team” against. KINTISCH, supra note 4, at 8-9.
But this nauseating political dynamic is a blessing, not a curse. Yes, it is troubling that CM enriches the malefactors of great wealth. But are we environmentalists interested in punishing the bad guys, or saving the Earth? CM is a climate change strategy that, unlike regulation, might actually stand a chance of becoming reality. It is the only approach to climate change that can act as a compromise between liberals and libertarians, greens and browns. It is the delight of my political opponents, and for that reason, the planet’s best hope of survival. As climate change becomes ineluctable, geoengineering becomes inevitable.

This essay explores this new political dynamic, and reaffirms my conclusion from 1998 that we environmentalists must swallow our pride and our misgivings, and support research into geonengineering — no longer because it is a marginal idea in need of advocates, but because it is the inevitable fast, cheap solution to climate change that should be carefully researched before it needs to be deployed. Yes, one of our worst nightmares is slowly coming true, but that means an even worse one may be averted.

As a threshold matter, I suggest in part I (as others have before me) that it is time to retire the term “geoengineering.” It’s too sci-fi to be taken seriously, and it misleadingly suggests that the solution to climate change has to do with bulldozers, rocks, and dams. For reasons set forth in part I, I propose “climate management” (CM), which better describes what SRM and OIF are really about, how they differ from GHG reduction, and how they fit within an overall risk management portfolio for climate change.

Following that terminological proposal, part I explores what has stayed the same since 1998, and what has changed. What has not changed is chiefly our inability to do anything about global warming. Perhaps I could have predicted — back in the Clinton administration, pre-Google, pre-9/11 — that the idea of intentionally manipulating the Earth’s climatic systems would remain a relatively marginal one. But what I could not have predicted is that in 2012, politicians would still be arguing over whether climate change is a real, anthropogenic phenomenon or not. This is not because the science is uncertain, but because, as former President Clinton recently observed, “We’re kind of in a truth-free period right now.”


the pseudo-controversy regarding climate change proves anything, it is that my earlier article was correct. We should be very pessimistic about greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction as an effective climate change policy, because it would so greatly impact some of the largest and most powerful industrial, commercial, and corporate entities in the country (indeed, the world). If anything, I was too optimistic in 1998. Then, I conjectured that these campaigns of deliberate misinformation would end only once glaciers melted and the evidence was obvious to everyone. Clearly, I was incorrect.

Part I next explores what has changed in the last twelve years: first, the scientific and policy discussions of CM, and second, the growing support of CM in unlikely conservative quarters. Certainly, the most obvious change in the last decade has been in the sheer volume of material. In 1998, there were fewer than half a dozen articles that engaged seriously with geoengineering; now there are hundreds. There have been multiple conferences on the scientific, political, and ethical consequences of geoengineering. And there has been at least some reasonable coverage of geoengineering in the mainstream media, scientific press, and academic sectors. Geoengineering is no longer science fiction, utopian or dystopian fantasy. Whereas it was scarcely polite conversation fifteen years ago, it is now a subject of serious scientific, academic, philosophical, and political discourse.

In part II, I turn to the normative case for CM, which I believe is stronger than ever. First, I address some of the many concerns usually levied at CM, focusing on questions of a “free pass” to polluters, unintended risks and costs, equitable considerations, the potential of cataclysm in case of cessation of CM, and institutional and legal questions regarding rogue actors (or rogue nations) pursuing CM on their own. In each of these cases, I find both reasonable and unreasonable iterations of these concerns but conclude that the concerns are answerable in every case.

Lastly, as I did in 1998, I turn to the deeper questions of CM for environmentalists. CM is appealing to conservatives not only because it protects economic interests but also because it is ideologically in sync with conservative ideas – it lets the free market be free, uses technology rather than a restraint on behavior, and avoids government regulation. This, in addition to practical concerns, is doubtless why CM appeals to so few environmentalists. It capitulates to precisely those scoundrels who have scuttled our best efforts at a sensible climate strategy, and in so doing, creates an unsensible one. Yet not to pursue it, I argue, is to condemn coastal areas, temperate forests, and thousands of species to extinction. What, exactly, is the price of our pride? CM does indeed challenge some of the core assumptions of the contemporary environmental movement. But that may not be a bad thing. CM forces greens to confront our tendency toward utopian thinking and dystopian apocalypticism and productively moves us away from each. The climate crisis, and the possibility of CM as a solution to it, forces us to reexamine our utopian dreams of greening all of society, our unreflective attachment to “nature” as a social construction, and our ill-advised sense (propaganda, really) that “one man can make a difference.” This last trend in environmental advocacy regarding climate change

9. For a political account of the back room deals and betrayals involved, see Ryan Lizza, As the World Burns: How the Senate and the White House Missed Their Best Chance to Deal with Climate Change, NEW YORKER, Oct. 11, 2010, at 70.
— educating well-meaning consumers to reduce their carbon footprints, change their light bulbs, and so on — is actually counterproductive. The supposedly empowering rhetoric that all of us are responsible for climate change, and each of us has the power to make a change, is factually false and politically misleading. Let’s be honest: without coordinated political action, consumers’ personal choices are ineffectual. Each of us does not have the power to make a dent in climate change, at least not through our individual actions. What is needed is collective political action, and that action is being halted by a long-term campaign of pseudo-science, misinformation, and lobbying of extractive industries and pro-business conservative groups. The more we focus on individual actions and personal responsibility, the worse off we are. Every calorie of energy an individual devotes to calculating her own carbon footprint is a misdirected one; it should instead be targeted at the actual reasons for our collective inaction on climate change.

Twelve years ago, I asked whether melting icebergs and record-hot summers would be sufficient to create the political will to act on climate change. Now, we know that they are not. Yet just as CM has become ever more critical, it has also become inevitable. I was a lone voice in 1998, but not today. Whether we like it or not, whether we prepare for it or not, whether this is good news or bad news, the inevitability of CM is as much a reality as climate change itself.

I. GEOENGINEERING: TWELVE YEARS LATER

The modern theory of anthropogenic climate change dates back to the nineteenth century, and its measurable, visible effects have been with us for at least two decades now. Yet American political discourse remains as if in suspended animation; as in 1998, the two major political parties still differ as to whether climate change is even happening at all. How is this possible? How is it that nothing has changed, despite melting glaciers and record-hot summers?

After a proposal regarding nomenclature, this part explores what has not changed, and what has changed, in the past twelve years of public discourse on climate change and geoengineering. Essentially, because so much has not changed in terms of climate change regulation, a great deal has changed in terms of CM. I was a pessimistic prophet of doom in 1998, when I predicted that GHG reduction would not happen soon. In 2010, I am merely reporting the facts.

A. NOMENCLATURE: LET’S GET RID OF “GEOENGINEERING”

The term “geoengineering” is overbroad, unhelpful, and misleading, and should be set aside. I propose “climate management” or “CM” instead.

The Royal Society defines geoengineering as “the deliberate large-scale intervention in the Earth’s climate system, in order to moderate global warming.” The


11. ROYAL SOC’Y, GEOENGINEERING THE CLIMATE: SCIENCE, GOVERNANCE, AND UNCERTAINTY, ix (2009). This is roughly identical to the definition of “climate engineering” used in the 2010 House Science & Technology Committee report: “the deliberate large-scale modification of the earth’s climate systems for the purposes of counteracting and mitigating climate change.” REP. BART GORDON, COMM. ON SCI. AND TECH.,
coinage of the term is attributed to Cesare Marchetti, who used it in a 1977 article, *On Geoengineering and the CO2 Problem*. Although it has gained wide usage, “wide” is a relative term. It may seem to insiders that “geoengineering” is now a well-established term of art, but it still fails the cocktail party test every time, as long as there are laypeople at the party, who generally ask whether it has to do with open-top coal mining, or carving new canals in Panama. There are at least three reasons why the term “geoengineering” is negatively impacting the effort to research CM.

First, the category of “geoengineering” has perhaps become too broad, and occludes many differences. For example, is OIF more like SRM, or more like afforestation? Yes, OIF involves technological tinkering with areas of ocean, and, like SRM, it could make matters worse rather than better. But the differences are perhaps even greater. The expected oceanic pollution from OIF is relatively limited in spatial and temporal scope; OIF, unlike SRM, could be conducted in a limited area with limited impact on uncooperative nations, and for a limited period of time, at least at first. While SRM would have secondary effects potentially all around the globe, most people would never even notice OIF. Indeed, I find the concerns of OIF’s oceanic pollution to be greatly overstated. With the latest reports that the so-called “Great Pacific Garbage Patch” has now exceeded the size of Texas, the emphasis on pollution from OIF seems like a highly selective form of criticism.

While SRM would represent a radically new form of human intervention with the climate, OIF is scarcely different from planting trees. Trees, too, grow more productively with fertilizers, forest management, and other forms of human intervention. Yet we do not regard tree farms as “geoengineering.” Is planting “trees” in the ocean really so different? Perhaps we do not yet know the precise efficacy of phytoplankton carbon sequestration, but there are complexities regarding afforestation, as well. Remember President Reagan’s statement that “trees cause pollution”? This absurd claim was not entirely fictional; it was based on data that rotting trees may release the carbon dioxide they once absorbed. The point is that while OIF is afforestation in a new context, it is still quite similar to afforestation in familiar ones.

Second, the term “geoengineering” is bad PR. It connotes science fiction — giant laser space frisbees again — and, to my ears, has a somewhat musty, Arthur C. Clarke air to it. (Arthur C. Clarke was my favorite writer when I was a teenager. But this is 2011.) The word itself is wearing a pocket protector. It highlights the worst aspects of the policy: the arrogance, the 1960s-era Space Age fantasy, and a sort of “can-do” spirit that is inappropriate in the context of monkeying with the Earth’s climatic systems. Indeed, it evokes the spirit of one of geoengineering’s earliest proponents, Dr. Edward Teller, the

---


notorious, arch-conservative nuclear scientist who was a model for Dr. Strangelove. It was Teller who said things like “we will change the earth’s surface to suit us,” and who championed geoengineering at the same time as the “‘Star Wars’” missile defense system. This scientific arrogance is encoded in the term “geoengineering,” a connotation borne out by history.

Third, “geongineering” is misleading. Given that the two leading geoengineering proposals have to do with water and air, the “geo” prefix is itself a bit confusing. It connotes bulldozers, dikes, and dams. SRM is not first and foremost an engineering project (although of course it requires sophisticated engineering to accomplish), and neither is OIF. We are not building dams; we are using our limited knowledge of atmospheric science to either increase the albedo and opacity of the stratosphere, or create new carbon sinks in the oceans. Geoengineering is neither geo- nor engineering.

My proposed alternative is “climate management” or “CM.” Climate management is what SRM and OIF are really about. Unlike “prevention” or “mitigation” which generally refers to GHG reduction and other ways to prevent the change in the composition of the atmosphere, and “adaptation,” which generally refers to adapting to the effects of climate change (sea walls, dikes, etc.), “management” may be used to refer to attempting to manage the climate directly by means other than reducing GHGs. This range of policy options should seem appealingly familiar. (In his recent Technology, Entertainment, Design (“TED”) talk, CM advocate David Keith presented a simple continuum of mitigation-geoengineering-adaptation; surely mitigation-management-adaptation is even clearer.) Everyone knows that “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,” and that it is better prevent disease than simply manage it or mitigate its effects. Understanding geoengineering as climate management renders comprehensible its positive and negative attributes. We are not talking about a fanciful dream of “hacking the Earth.” We are talking about Plan B, because Plan A seems so expensive that a few key players remain intent on blocking it. Plan A is best; Plan B may be the best we can do. And of course, as we have said many times, the two are not mutually exclusive.

A shift of nomenclature from the technological mechanisms of a climate change strategy to the policy nature of that strategy helps clarify the issue in place, and properly shift attention from means to ends — or at least from proximate means (technological intervention) to meaningful means (regulation, management, or mitigation).

At the same time, “climate management” preserves the hubris involved in such a policy, as well it should. But it places that arrogance in the context of a long history of similar endeavors — forest management, for example, or wildlife management. We humans have, for centuries, attempted to manage the ecosystems of our planet, and we have a mixed record of doing so. Artificially managing the inputs into the global climatic system is just another, grander form of ecosystem management. This is not to minimize

---

15. Id. at 71.
16. Id. at 85.
its potential danger, or potential for folly; indeed, placing CM in the context of other human “management” schemes is meant to capture just that. It is simply to see CM for what it is: a technological effort to manage the scope of climate change. It also situates CM within a clear policy menu, ranging from climate change prevention (best), to climate change management (medium), to climate change mitigation (worst).

This change in nomenclature is non-trivial and should be familiar to climate change activists. Remember when climate change was called the “greenhouse effect”? And then “global warming”? The first was too theoretical and strange; the second, remarkably, was, according to some surveys, interpreted by many laypeople as sounding comfortable and pleasant. “Global warming,” of course, is still in colloquial use. “Climate change” is actually the preferred locution of climate skeptics, since it sounds less threatening. However, White House Science Advisor, John Holdren, has urged people to use the term “global climate disruption” instead, a more accurate term, and one which yields less cognitive dissonance as Americans dig themselves out of blizzards (which may well increase because of climate change).18 (On this count, I personally still prefer “climate change,” which is commonly used and addresses the same concerns.)

I also prefer “climate management” over the other alternatives that have been proposed of late. Jeff Goodell and Congressman Bart Gordon have lately suggested “climate engineering,”19 which I admit is better than “geoengineering” but still has an odd, well, “engineering” ring to it. SRM is not really “engineering” any more than is using fertilizer to change the molecular composition of soil. While it does involve building some devices to deliver sulfur dioxide, the engineering of these devices is secondary to the management of the atmosphere which they are intended to accomplish. To me, “climate engineering” still misses the mark.

Mathews and Turner have suggested “direct climate intervention,”20 which is descriptive but perhaps too long, and not clear enough. Eli Kintisch seems fond of “planet hacking,”21 which to me seems to heighten the absurdity of CM and make it seem like a kind of wonky computer fantasy. One of the earliest proposed nomenclatures was “climate control,” although that term has been co-opted by air conditioning systems.22 Stephen Dubner and Steven Levitt, of Freakonomics fame, dub SRM “Budyko’s Blanket,” after Belarusian climate scientist Mikhail Budyko, to whom the idea was attributed in the 1992 NAS report,23 while climatologist Alan Robock playfully
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21. KINTISCH, supra note 4 (though Kintisch generally supports CM, the term has been used in a derogatory fashion by opponents). See, e.g., CLIMATE CONNECTIONS, infra note 98.
calls it the “yarmulke solution.” Indeed, it is striking how many playful and derogatory terms there are for geoengineering proposals. Back in 1998, OIF was still being called the “geritol cure.” Perhaps the humor reflects our deep anxiety regarding CM as a climate change methodology. Or maybe it’s just a way to ridicule it.

“Climate management” is less scary than “geoengineering,” while still sinister enough to temper our enthusiasm; it is more accurate; and it fits within existing matrices of risk management and risk calculation. For the remainder of this essay, I will use the terms “geoengineering,” “climate management,” and “CM” interchangeably, and will in all cases attempt to specify whether OIF, SRM, or another particular proposal is the subject of discussion.

B. What Has Not Changed, Or: 500 Wrongs Do Make a Right

What has not changed since 1998? The theory of climate change remains surprisingly intact, with more and more evidence supporting it. Yet as we have learned more about the campaign of misinformation surrounding climate change, the cause for pessimism has increased. It is now clear that private interests will spend enormous sums on climate change denial, and that such denial will continue to be effective even when the effects of climate change are visible to all. Now, unlike in 1998, we have detailed studies of the precise ways in which science was manipulated for private gain. The way these campaigns have been prosecuted lead me to be more pessimistic than ever that meaningful GHG reduction will ever be addressed.

Nor is this simply a matter of disseminating information. Several popular books, endless articles in liberal magazines, and two high-end documentary films (An Inconvenient Truth and Leonardo DiCaprio’s The 11th Hour) have failed to sufficiently mobilize popular opinion. Although many people profess to care about global warming, the issue came in dead last in a 2010 Pew Research Center poll of issues that matter to Americans. No surprise that the administration decided to give up on the issue and focus its attention on health care and financial reform. This is a result not of ignorance but of campaigns of misinformation. Since this campaign of misinformation has been so thoroughly covered already, I will merely set out some of the highlights of the last twelve years of climate change obfuscation:

Scientists from the Global Climate Coalition (“GCC”), which throughout the 1990s was among the leading public deniers of climate change, and which
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27. Lizza, supra note 9, at 82.
28. See id. One lobbyist called Obama “the James Buchanan of climate change.” Id.
was made up of companies which are heavy producers of GHGs, stated in their own internal documents in 1995 that “the scientific basis for the Greenhouse Effect and the potential impact of human emissions of greenhouse gases such as CO2 on climate is well established and cannot be denied.”

From 1998 to 2002, while the scientific press featured 928 articles supporting or showing evidence for anthropogenic climate change and zero opposing it, 53% of newspaper stories in the New York Times, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, and Wall Street Journal during the same period offered spokespeople on “both sides” of the “scientific debate.”

The Information Council on the Environment (“ICE”) was formed in 1991 by Western Fuels, the National Coal Association, and the Edison Electric Institute “to reposition global warming as a theory (not fact)” and “supply alternative facts to support the suggestion that global warming will be good,” was particularly targeted at “older, less-educated males” and “younger, lower-income women” in congressional districts who get their electricity from coal. ICE was disbanded when these strategy documents were leaked.

As described at length on exxonsecrets.org, the same cadre of paid climate deniers work for “CTTs” (Conservative Think Tanks) that promote the same industry agenda. Since 1998, ExxonMobil has funded the Competitive Enterprise Institute ($2m), Center for Strategic and International Studies ($2.4m), Annapolis Center for Science-Based Public Policy ($1.0m), American Enterprise Institute ($2.8m), Heritage Foundation ($630k), Heartland Institute ($676k) and many others. This vast pile of CTT “junk science” is paid for by energy companies — $22 million by ExxonMobil alone since 1998.

Of the 141 books published between 1972 and 2005 denying the seriousness of environmental problems, 130 (92%) were published by CTTs, written by authors affiliated with CTTs, or both. These CTTs “are ‘advocacy’
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29. GCC’s leading funders were ExxonMobil, Royal Dutch Shell, British Petroleum, Texaco, General Motors, Ford, DaimlerChrysler, the Aluminum Association, the National Association of Manufacturers, and the American Petroleum Institute. HOGGAN & LITTLEMORE, supra note 8, at 13.
30. Andrew Revkin, Industry Ignored Its Scientists on Climate, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 20, 2009, at A1. A subsequent GCC document showed that, as of 1998, its official position had shifted to the view that some climate change was happening, but not at a severe rate. Id. In 1997, the year of the Kyoto Protocol, the GCC had an annual budget of $1.68 million. Id.
31. Maxwell T. Boykoff & Jules M. Boykoff, Balance as Bias: Global Warming and the U.S. Prestige Press, 14 GLOBAL ENVT'L CHANGE 125 (2004). See also HOGGAN & LITTLEMORE, supra note 8, at 21-22 (this astonishing disparity reveals the extent to which industry-led disinformation campaigns have distorted the public’s view of climate science).
33. Pooley, supra note 8, at 41.
34. HOGGAN & LITTLEMORE, supra note 8, at 73-85.
36. Jacques et al., supra note 8, at 360.
Robock has asked, “Whose hand would be on the thermostat? What if India wants it cooler and Russia wants it warmer?” There is no question that SRM is powerful technology, and whose hand is on the levers controlling it, given the differing incentives among nations, will doubtless be among the most contentious of questions as CM becomes discussed internationally.

As with the many practical concerns regarding SRM, this policy concern should not be a reason not to invest in research. On the contrary, it is a reason to do so. We do not yet know the non-local effects of localized bursts of sulfur dioxide, but this may perhaps be tested in limited trials of SRM technology. In addition, if such effects do take place — and one could envision a presumption of causality if unusual climatic shifts follow directly upon a geoengineering effort, even if the precise causal nexus has not been established — then the process can be halted with minimal further disruption. In addition, if possible climatic side effects are predicted, CM deployment efforts may be carried out in ways that minimize such effects — higher dispersal of SRM particulate matter, for example, or dispersal over the ocean. Most importantly, the very existence of potentially harmful climatic side effects should cause CM efforts to proceed with a healthy dose of humility and caution. Part of the rationale for the term “climate management” is precisely that it highlights not only the nature of the proposed activity, but its potential for hubris as well.

4. Future Costs: In the Art of Stopping

One of the most alarming risks that has become better known over the last decade is that of sudden, cataclysmic costs that would accompany a sudden stoppage of an SRM project. In 2007, Ken Caldeira and Damon Matthews showed that, while SRM could return global GHG levels to pre-industrial revolution levels in as little as five years, a sudden stoppage could lead to warming rates skyrocketing to twenty times current rates. SRM is like an addiction that cannot be kicked because the withdrawal would kill the addict.

Some have presented scenarios of this stoppage in the context of war or other calamity. In this regard, however, SRM would not be different in kind from nuclear power plants, hazardous waste facilities, and other ultra-hazardous sites which require constant monitoring. It may be different in degree, of course, but there are thousands of catastrophes that would ensue around the globe if societal infrastructure were severely and suddenly interrupted. Indeed, as in the case of nuclear facilities, the consequences are often far more immediate than those of SRM cessation; at least with a geoengineering stoppage, the timeframe is a few years, rather than a few minutes.

That being said, the costs of stoppage must be taken into account in any SRM deployment — and provide yet another reason why such deployment must be undertaken

131. Svoboda, supra note 73.
collectively, rather than by independent actors. Fail-safe systems, multiple redundancies, and secure international locations for SRM facilities are a few of the precautions that must be taken; there are doubtless hundreds more.

Surely what the cataclysmic consequences of a sudden cessation of SRM teach us is that, contrary to the emerging conservative arguments, CM cannot be the singular policy of climate change mitigation. A more truly conservative use of CM would be to use it as a stopgap, to allow India and China to develop green technologies, and to convince Western governments to implement costly and difficult GHG reduction programs.134 Perhaps this stopgap lasts twenty years, or perhaps two hundred — but only ideologically motivated partisans would regard CM as a permanent solution to anthropogenic interference with the world’s climatic systems.

5. Monitoring and Institutions: Going Rogue

As we have already seen, geoengineering is particularly susceptible to rogue actors taking matters into their own hands. Now, in one sense, the capacity of geoengineering to be implemented by private actors is an advantage: it resonates with the free-marketeer ideologies of conservatives, circumvents the need for costly public action, and, at the very least, would allow for small-scale testing by private entities. Yet as the episode with would-be OIF pioneer Planktos showed, precisely those mavericks who might be most interested in geoengineering are the sort of private actors none of us would want to trust with the wellbeing of an ecosystem, let alone the planet.135 As some critics have noted, SRM is like a scheme cooked up by a James Bond villain.136

But what did we really learn from the 2007 debacle with the for-profit corporation Planktos, which attempted, on its own initiative, to conduct limited testing of OIF on the high seas?137 On the one hand, we learned that OIF is so easy and inexpensive that individual actors might experiment with it, perhaps even with profit in mind. On the other hand, we learned (or relearned) that international law is sufficiently plastic to allow concerned nation-states to nip any unwanted experimentation in the bud, using existing international law frameworks such as the Biodiversity Convention; while, as noted above, these were not binding law, they provided sufficient pretext for nations seeking to threaten force against rogue CM actors.138 Indeed, while since 1998, there has been a profusion of law review articles proposing legal frameworks for geoengineering,139 the
Planktos incident showed that nation states are already quite capable of stopping unwanted CM experimentation or deployment using existing legal forms.

More generally, what we have learned is that even the relatively modest OIF ambitions of private actors such as Planktos, which was perceived to be profiteering, and its saner cousin, Climos, will raise the hackles of environmentalists and public officials. While this is inconvenient, and infuriating when relatively benign research is prevented while far more intrusive oceanic pollution goes unchecked, it is ultimately for the best. We do not want to empower Richard Branson, Hugo Chavez, Vladimir Putin, or even Al Gore to take the world’s climate into their own hands — and if optimistic assessments of SRM are accurate, it is well within reach of individual entrepreneurs and leaders to do so. Thus, some form of coordinated international action is surely in the best interests of all of us.

This is how it must be, of course. Suppose a Branson/Gates/Gustav Graves rogue effort went horribly wrong; would the culpable parties not be liable for thousands of deaths and billions of dollars? What if a Bill Gates-funded project (Gates has given “a few million dollars” to climate scientists Myhrvold, Wood, Keith, and Caldeira)\textsuperscript{140} causes crops to fail in Africa? Apart from incursions on national sovereignty and the need for international controls, geoengineering scientists and their backers require a coordinated international framework to avoid liability for failure.

Models for such coordinated international action abound. With respect to CM specifically, the United States and United Kingdom have recently collaborated on their pair of reports on climate engineering, released in 2009 and 2010. And while Red Team critics have lately attempted to hijack unrelated U.N. meetings in order to fight CM,\textsuperscript{141} it is not difficult to imagine international meetings to coordinate an effective CM response to climate change, on the model of the Montreal meeting on ozone depletion and many others. It is clear that, while there is a certain appeal to a Climos or Planktos using the market to finance CM, the externalities and risks are such that governmental coordination, including across national lines, remains essential.

In each of these cases, there are well-founded objections to CM in principle, but each objection is answerable and generally calls for more research and study, which is what CM proponents are advocating. With the exception that even talking about CM subverts efforts at regulation, efforts which have been spectacularly unsuccessful on their own, what these Red Team concerns really argue for is the same thing the Blue Team is arguing for: more research and more international discussion.

As in 1998, however, my sense is that these concerns, while significant, are not really what bothers the Red Team. Red Teamers are afraid because, well, they are afraid. Geoengineering is frightening to contemplate, and like genetically modified foods or nuclear energy, they represent humankind tampering with nature in an instinctually dangerous way. Congressman Bart Gordon is clearly right in calling for maximal

\textsuperscript{140} GOODELL, supra note 14, at 114.
\textsuperscript{141} See supra Section I.D.
transparency and communication with the public in order to allay such fears.\textsuperscript{142} But let us recognize that generalized “concern” is not the same as specific “concerns.” The former is at once more fundamental and less articulate: that this is simply the wrong way to go about things, that the bad guys want it, and that it is an indulgence of the same human vices that got us into this mess in the first place. I am sympathetic to this sentiment, but it is, after all, in the mind, not the atmosphere. As I said in 1998,

What a Climate Change Manhattan Project asks on a philosophical level is whether the sorts of strategies and norms that have guided thoughtful environmentalism are always applicable, all the time. Many times in writing this Article, I have been struck by the ways in which my own proposal flies in the face of what I believe to be the right thing to do environmentally. But the right thing exists in the mind. Climate change is in the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{143}

As we confront this fact, the ineluctable reality of climate change forces environmentalists to reevaluate our assumptions about what environmentalism should look like. It is to these deeper questions that I now turn.

B. The Vicissitudes of Inevitability

I believe CM to be inevitable, first because it is the lowest cost option that appeals to the widest range of political actors, and second, because it actually makes deep sense to those historically most opposed to climate change mitigation efforts. In many ways, the worst fears of environmentalists have come to pass: the most zealous advocates of geoengineering are now no longer climate scientists, but conservative voices such as the Wall Street Journal editorial page. Indeed, if we take the current discourse as a rehearsal for a larger, future one, it is clear that the professed fear of environmental groups will indeed come to pass: conservative voices will espouse CM as a replacement for GHG mitigation and as a blanket pass to pollute.

Indeed, it is one such conservative voice who I believe has made the clearest case for why CM is inevitable:

When I talk with people who object to Geoengineering, I often say “You don’t have to argue with me, and I don’t have to argue with you . . . because I’m going to win.” It’s just written in the stars. Geoengineering is going to win, because the politicians, when they finally come down to the crunch, are going to ask: What is the cheapest thing that might possibly do the job? They don’t care what it is; if it consists of Las Vegas dancers performing in the rotunda of the capital, they’ll choose that if it’s the cheapest solution. That’s the way things work in a democracy. People never pay more than they have to.\textsuperscript{144}

Unpleasant as it is for this one-time youthful anti-Reagan activist to admit it, this conservative, none other than Lowell Hood, the father of “Star Wars” (though, at $60 billion, hardly the “cheapest solution” to anything), is right. When the chips go down, as they will, politicians will search for the fastest, cheapest solution to a problem they failed to solve in advance. And CM is just that. It costs nothing to important constituencies; it has a short lead time; and as ugly as it is, it will become the only tenable option. The
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organisations that unabashedly promote conservative goals.”

Many such CTTs are not limited to climate denial. The Heartland Institute, for example, likewise promoted “research” on behalf of the tobacco industry, claiming that smoking was not unhealthy — and then later, that even if it is, it is a personal right.

Heartland also promoted the bogus “Oregon Petition” of “tens of thousands of scientists” doubting climate change, sponsored by Arthur Robinson, who said, “One of these days, people will start to see global warming for what it is — a thinly disguised scam by corporations, the United Nations, and big environmental groups to reduce the world’s population.” Many signatories appeared to be fictional. None of the 200 climate researchers listed as signatories had published any refereed research that supported their skepticism.

The leading “climate skeptics” are not climate scientists. For example, Dr. Timothy Ball published just four peer-reviewed journal articles, none of which addressed atmospheric science. Frederick Singer is a non-climatologist who has been a paid consultant for over a dozen think tanks who once disputed the linkage between CFCs and ozone depletion, and denied the existence of global warming only to later reverse course and later blame it on sun spots. Climate-denial seminars routinely pay “scientists” for participation, which does not take place at actual scientific conferences. (As Upton Sinclair said, “It is difficult to get a man to understand a thing when his salary depends upon his not understanding it.”) Steven Milloy, who regularly appears on Fox News, is a former lobbyist for Exxon, Philip Morris, the Edison Electric Institute, and Monsanto, and was “one of the authors of the American Petroleum Institute’s plan to sow doubt and confusion about climate change.”

In 2010, not a single Republican candidate for Senate supported any action on climate change. Many of these candidates were heavily supported by the energy industry. Pat Toomey’s victorious bid was financed by the Koch brothers ($15,000) and Murray Energy ($16,555), who have also contributed $45,000 and
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$30,600 to climate-denier James Inhofe, and $16,750 and $17,378 to David Vitter (Vitter called climate change evidence "ridiculous pseudo-science garbage").\textsuperscript{47} Similarly, the largest donors to Newt Gingrich’s PAC, American Solutions, are coal and electric-utility interests.\textsuperscript{48}

The Wall Street Journal editorial page has consistently denied the existence of anthropogenic climate change, calling the famous graph of temperature and CO\textsubscript{2} concentrations “hockey stick hokum.”\textsuperscript{49} In fact, a retired minerals consultant, Stephen McIntyre, had found minor errors in climatologist Michael Mann’s famous graph, and in fact Mann’s “hockey stick” graph has been borne out by dozens of other scientific studies, including by the National Academy of Sciences.\textsuperscript{50} This has not stopped the anti-hockey-stick meme from proliferating. Sen. James Inhofe said in 2006, “[t]he ‘hockey stick’ was completely and thoroughly broken for all in 2006.”\textsuperscript{51} In fact, the hockey stick is quite real.

Indeed, as journalists, activists, and muckrakers have uncovered more and more about the climate debates of the last two decades, it has become increasingly clear that “science” has been used as a pawn in these debates, and huge campaigns of deliberate misinformation have created a false sense of uncertainty that flies in the face both of scientific theory and firsthand evidence.

The other fact that has not changed at all since 1998 is that adequate GHG reduction will not be achievable. Current CO\textsubscript{2} levels, for example, are 385ppm, 100ppm above the pre-industrial level. Yet even the most hopeful CO\textsubscript{2} reduction target is 450ppm, i.e., significantly higher than current levels, and it would require GHG emissions to be reduced 11% from current levels by 2030, a reduction which would likely require all new power plants to have zero CO\textsubscript{2} emissions,\textsuperscript{52} a wildly uneconomical proposal that would burden the developing world the most. Likewise, the European Union’s target of limiting total warming to 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit above preindustrial times would still represent a warmer average temperature than Earth has seen in millions of years. Twenty million years ago, the planet was four degrees warmer, and sea levels were twenty meters higher than today.\textsuperscript{53} Of course, even these targets are based on relatively optimistic projections; if doomsayers like Richard Lovelock or James Hansen
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are right, the situation could be far, far worse.\footnote{54}

Strikingly, what has “not changed” the most is the theory of global warming itself. We now have much more evidence, but it is remarkable that there has been no significant change in the basic understanding that carbon dioxide and other gases have the capacity to trap heat in the atmosphere. Joseph Fourier was right about it in 1824, and John Tyndall was right in 1858.\footnote{55} Svante Arrhenius was right back in the 1890s,\footnote{56} the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (“IPCC”) was right in its estimates of global warming being between 3.6 and 8.1 degrees Fahrenheit,\footnote{57} and our best climate models, though they have become more pessimistic of late, were right in the 1990s.\footnote{58} The U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change was right when it was signed by the United States in 1992, and the IPCC was right when it said that imminent action was needed. There has never been any credible data to contradict either the theory or reality of anthropogenic climate change. Within the echo chambers of the American right-wing, the same few “scientific” studies casting doubt on this or that aspect of climate change bounce around and make resounding, clanging noises. But the reality is that the scientific consensus about climate change is settled\footnote{59} — 928 peer-reviewed articles to 0 does not a controversy make.

C. What Has Changed

1. Geoengineering Comes Out

Particularly since 2006, there has been an explosion in scientific, legal, and policy discussions of CM. Although proposals for CM to address climate change date back to the 1960s, SRM was first mentioned in a 1965 report.\footnote{60} The first major study of
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geoengineering was published in 1992 by the National Academy of Sciences,\(^6^1\) which included a chapter on geoengineering in its assessment of climate change policy, discussing reforestation, OIF, cloud albedo modification, SRM, and the use of space-based reflectors.\(^6^2\) All of these ideas are still around today, although SRM and OIF have emerged as the most prominent, with albedo enhancement\(^6^3\) and other methods of CDR (Carbon Dioxide Removal)\(^6^4\) close behind. SRM in particular has been the subject of numerous scientific studies,\(^6^5\) legal and policy analyses,\(^6^6\) philosophical discussions,\(^6^7\) and prestigious conferences such as the 2007 gathering at the American Academy of Arts and Sciences\(^6^8\) and workshops hosted by the Council on Foreign Relations in 2008\(^6^9\) and 2010.\(^7^0\)
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In addition, the policy conversation has lately spread beyond academic journals such as the present one. CM has, of late, been the subject of generally positive magazine articles in *Foreign Affairs*, *The Atlantic*, *Salon*, *Slate*, and *Wired* and has been covered on network news. It received a chapter in the new best-selling sequel book *Superfreakonomics*, and is the subject of at least two mass-market books. CM advocate David Keith has even made it onto the TED Talks.

CM has also begun to be taken seriously at the national policy level. Director of the White House Office of Science and Technology, John Holdren, has included it as a “possibility” in his presentations on climate change policy, though he later backtracked somewhat after a brief media frenzy. Indeed, as this article was in final preparation, three major reports from U.S. government agencies were released. Together, these three reports represent the most sustained and important governmental inquiries into CM in history.

First, SRM was thoroughly discussed in a ten-page chapter of the June 2010, report by the National Research Council. Reviewing the current state of SRM research (it included within SRM not only the usual stratospheric sulfate aerosol proposals but also placing reflective mirrors in space, cloud whitening, and albedo enhancement), the NRC report focused on five questions: whether SRM could reduce climate change, how to reduce undesirable/unintended consequences (the NRC identified four: failure to reduce ocean acidification, uneven regional shifts, possible reduction of stratospheric ozone, and risk of sudden stoppages; these are discussed in part II), who should decide
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whether to use SRM (including both practical/legal and ethical considerations\textsuperscript{84}), what institutional mechanisms are necessary for monitoring and follow-up, and what kinds of evaluation methods are appropriate.

Second, the House of Representatives' Committee on Science and Technology released, in October 2010, its report on "Engineering the Climate: Research and Strategies for International Coordination."\textsuperscript{85} The report draws on an eighteen-month inquiry, including three public hearings\textsuperscript{86} and was prepared in concert with the U.K. Royal Society, which released its report, \textit{Geoengineering the Climate: Science, Governance and Uncertainty}, in September 2009.\textsuperscript{87} The report, while repeatedly going out of its way not to endorse CM and to recommend GHG mitigation first (I discuss the usefulness of this strategy in section II.B below), is nonetheless the most significant U.S. government document ever produced on the subject of geoengineering — or as it calls it, climate engineering — and includes the testimony of nearly every significant client scientist who has worked on it (with the notable exception of Lowell Wood).

The report focuses on SRM and CDR,\textsuperscript{88} and proposes no fewer than twenty-six discrete research areas that should be investigated.\textsuperscript{89} This research, according to the report, should not be undertaken by a new CM office but rather "should leverage existing facilities, instruments, skills, and partnerships within federal agencies."\textsuperscript{90} The report next calls on the National Science Foundation to lead the research effort and "should support merit-reviewed proposals for climate engineering research,"\textsuperscript{91} while also opining that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association, Department of Energy, NASA, and EPA also conduct research, in each case providing detailed research questions to each agency.\textsuperscript{92} In sum, the report expressed the view that "broad consideration of comprehensive and multi-disciplinary climate engineering research at the federal level begin as soon as possible in order to ensure scientific preparedness for future climate events."\textsuperscript{93}

Unfortunately, this clarion call was released right before the transfer of power in the House to the Republican party, the leadership of which not only ignored the report but promptly disbanded the House Select Committee on Energy Independence and Global Warming.

Third, the Government Accountability Office ("GAO") released, also in October 2010, its first ever technology assessment on geoengineering.\textsuperscript{94} The report offers both an evaluation of the social, political, and environmental implications of
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geoengineering, as well as a survey of the state of the science underlying the various CM methodologies.

Together, these three reports, along with the 2009 report of the Royal Society, represent a sea change in the official acknowledgment of CM as a climate change strategy. Of course, I am wary of the typically liberal confusion of hortatory documents with practical actions, and it may be that, following the 2010 election, denial will again become the dominant discourse on climate change. Then again, the more denial, the more delay — and the more delay, the more CM becomes inevitable.

2. The (U.N.) Empire Strikes Back

The quick rise of geoengineering has not gone unnoticed by critics of CM, who have struck back at CM with a series of international declarations. The Convention on Biological Diversity ("CBD") has been a central locus for this attempt to curtail CM, not because it is the appropriate international body to do so (biodiversity being only one of many issues impacted by CM, and not necessarily the most important) but because it is in this venue that CM opponents have the most ability to enable non-binding rhetorical statements to be made. First, in 2008, the COP 9 ("Conference of the Parties") meeting decided, in the context of an "integration of climate-change activities within the programmes of work of the Convention," to focus on OIF. COP 9:

(i) endorsed the June 2007 "Statement of Concern regarding iron fertilization of the oceans to sequester CO2" of their Scientific Groups, (ii) urged States to use the utmost caution when considering proposals for large-scale ocean fertilization operations and (iii) took the view that, given the present state of knowledge regarding ocean fertilization, large-scale operations were currently not justified.

Contrary to the claims of some CM opponents, COP 9 did not ban OIF, but it did express a non-binding opinion of one U.N. Convention that it should not be pursued.

In October 2010, COP 10 picked up where COP 9 left off. Amid utopian language (I discuss green utopianism in part II, infra) such as "[a] new era of living in harmony with Nature is born at the Nagoya Biodiversity Summit," COP 10 issued a second, broader non-binding declaration regarding CM. The decision was submitted by the chair
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of a COP 10 working group:

*Invites* Parties and other Governments, according to national circumstance and priorities, as well as relevant organizations and processes, to consider the guidance below on ways to conserve, sustainably use and restore biodiversity and ecosystem services while contributing to climate-change mitigation and adaptation:

.....

(w) Ensure, in line and consistent with decision IX/16 C, on ocean fertilization and biodiversity and climate change, in the absence of science based, global, transparent and effective control and regulatory mechanisms for geo-engineering, and in accordance with the precautionary approach and Article 14 of the Convention, that no climate-related geo-engineering activities* that may affect biodiversity take place, until there is an adequate scientific basis on which to justify such activities and appropriate consideration of the associated risks for the environment and biodiversity and associated social, economic and cultural impacts, with the exception of small scale scientific research studies that would be conducted in a controlled setting in accordance with Article 3 of the Convention, and only if they are justified by the need to gather specific scientific data and are subject to a thorough prior assessment of the potential impacts on the environment;

(x) Make sure that ocean-fertilization activities are addressed in accordance with decision IX/16 C, acknowledging the work of the London Convention/London Protocol;

.....

* Without prejudice to future deliberations on the definition of geo-engineering activities, understanding that any technologies that deliberately reduce solar insolation [sic] or increase carbon sequestration from the atmosphere on a large scale that may affect biodiversity (excluding carbon capture and storage from fossil fuels when it captures carbon dioxide before it is released into the atmosphere) should be considered as forms of geo-engineering which are relevant to the Convention on Biological Diversity until a more precise definition can be developed. Noting that solar insolation [sic] is defined as a measure of solar radiation energy received on a given surface area in a given hour and that carbon sequestration is defined as the process of increasing the carbon content of a reservoir/pool other than the atmosphere.100

As with the COP 9 declaration, it bears repeating that this language is only an "invitation" and bears no enforceable legal weight. As Kintisch notes, "It’s unclear how the statement might be enforced, as nations have not considered CBD decisions “legally binding” in the past. One hundred sixty-eight countries are signatories to the CBD treaty; the treaty has not been ratified by the U.S."101 Indeed, the United States and other nations regularly ignore these sorts of hortatory statements to invite consideration of policy matters. Practically speaking, the COP 10 language is an effort by a small number of liberal greens to exercise rhetorical power in the grown-up equivalent of a college debate society. Moreover, as Ken Caldeira noted in an interview with Kintisch, the language is so expansive (using language like “may affect”) as to make “no sense.”102 It is incorrect, as a factual matter, that, in the words of one environmental activist, “any
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private or public experimentation or adventurism intended to manipulate the planetary thermostat will be in violation of this carefully-crafted UN consensus.”103 This is legal wishful thinking. Geoengineering would no more violate this “consensus” than would a country not “consider[ing] gender as a core cross-cutting issue in the implementation of biodiversity-related activities,” an “invitation” contained in another COP 10 document.104

However, in the context of governmental and conservative embraces of CM, the COP 10 declaration is a clear sign that some “dark greens” have begun to take geoengineering seriously and slam the door in response. It is hoped that after the initial shock of CM wears off, that parties from a wide range of ideological backgrounds may appreciate the nature of nuanced CM proposals.

Finally, it is interesting to note that geoengineering has also been noticed by conspiracy theorists of a variety of stripes. The first of these, to my knowledge, were believers in the “chemtrails” conspiracy, which holds that the U.S. government is secretly spraying chemicals on the population by means of jet contrails. Indeed, I am sorry to report this author was one of the earliest sources for this conspiracy meme. Chemtrails activists discovered my 1998 article and linked its discussion of SRM to their pre-existing suspicions about government chemical trails.105 However, the chemtrails theorists have come a long way since 1998. There is now an entire website, geoengineeringwatch.org, which provides exceptionally detailed descriptions of CM science and policy debates, as well as deeply troubling information, such as directions to the offices of leading CM advocates. Of course, such wing nuts remain on the fringes of public discourse — but then again, the same was said of the Tea Party just two years ago.

3. What can Brown Do for the Earth?

Geoengineering “scrambles old political alliances and carves out new ideological fault lines.”106 Indeed, one of the most intriguing, and telling, phenomena of recent CM discourse is that it is beginning to be taken up, albeit tentatively, by some conservative voices. In some ways, this should be regarded as a welcome turn of events, as it represents some evolution from a position of total denial. But “dark greens” may have good reason to worry.

As we have seen, the predominant conservative strategy regarding climate change has been to replicate bogus stories of “controversy” and disagreement among scientists. When I wrote in 1998, deniers were still claiming that no global warming was even taking place. Now, with abundant visual evidence, they have shifted to stating that if global warming is happening, it is a natural phenomenon and that anyway, we can adapt
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to whatever changes it brings, some of which may be beneficial. To even entertain the possibility of geoengineering represents at least some evolution in view.

Now-presidential-candidate, Newt Gingrich, succinctly laid out the conservative case for geoengineering in a blog post which I shall reproduce in its entirety:107

Can Geoengineering Address Concerns About Global Warming?
One of the most intriguing and promising areas of scientific innovation today are methodologies to address concerns about global warming by something called geoengineering.

We need to know more about it, but the idea behind geoengineering is to release fine particles in or above the stratosphere that would then block a small fraction of the sunlight and thus reduce atmospheric temperature.

In other words, this is one method that holds the promise of addressing any threat from global warming at a fraction of the cost. Instead of imposing an estimated $1 trillion cost on the economy by Boxer-Warner-Lieberman, geoengineering holds forth the promise of addressing global warming concerns for just a few billion dollars a year. Instead of penalizing ordinary Americans, we would have an option to address global warming by rewarding scientific innovation.

My colleagues at the American Enterprise Institute are taking a closer look at geoengineering, and we should too.

With gas prices already at record highs, the last thing America needs is government regulation that will make gas prices higher, make Americans poorer, and make special interests even richer.

We need innovation, not regulation. We need motivating incentives, not punishing pain. Our message should be: Bring on the American Ingenuity. Stop the green pig.

Gingrich’s analysis deserves attention, as it neatly sets forth why CM is so attractive to conservatives. First, Gingrich’s somewhat conditional language that leaves open the possibility that climate change is not really taking place, such as “addressing any threat from global warming” and “address concerns about global warming.” There is no admission here that the threats are real and the concerns are justified — only the claim that geoengineering would help address them. This “cover” is important, and reminiscent of Guido Calabresi’s analysis of the role of subterfuge in creating effective public policy:108 by allowing conservatives to continue to claim that anthropogenic climate change is not really happening, this kind of conditional language allows research to proceed that would allow action if someday climate change really is seen to be real. In contrast, regulation forces cuts now for hoped-for benefits later. As I noted in 1998, that geoengineering may be postponed is one of its greatest strengths; SRM in particular requires so little time to be effective, it is almost like a remedial solution.109

Second, the ideological appeal of CM to a conservative is clearly stated: “the last thing America needs is government regulation that will make gas prices higher, make
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Americans poorer, and make special interests even richer. We need innovation, not regulation. We need motivating incentives, not punishing pain." Setting aside the meaningless political language ("special interests"), it is striking how CM methodology does fit so squarely within existing conservative and neo-conservative thinking. Indeed, not only would CM not cost industry anything (recall from above that oil and gas utilities are Newt Gingrich's largest supporters), it would actually generate further revenue, at least for those entities responsible for research, development, and implementation of CM technology. Other than an investment by the government — which, from a conservative perspective, would presumably be in the form of grants to private sector entities doing the research and development — CM costs "Americans" nothing. It requires no new regulations, and allows Gingrich's corporate backers to continue just as they have done so far. Indeed, if past experience is any guide, some of them will probably get into the geoeengineering business themselves.

Of course, Gingrich's brief blog post does not mention the many risks associated with CM, some of which are discussed below. It also presents CM as an alternative to regulation, while most CM advocates see it as a supplement to GHG reduction. And of course, Gingrich's post moves CM from a desperate last resort to a preferred policy option, which few climate scientists actually believe it to be.

Gingrich's post refers to a daylong conference held in 2008 at the American Enterprise Institute ("AEI"), entitled "Geoengineering: A Revolutionary Approach to Climate Change," and AEI's subsequent endorsement of geoengineering as a remedy for "possible" climate change. Curiously, AEI's website advertising the conference was greener than anything the CTT has put out in the past:

For more than twenty years, policymakers have struggled to find ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions enough to stop global climate change. Congress is likely to enact federal climate legislation in 2009, but many scientists fear that emissions reductions may not occur quickly enough to prevent significant warming. Some scientists also fear that potentially catastrophic effects, such as the melting of the polar ice caps, could happen unexpectedly quickly. If warming proves to be uncontrollable and dangerous, what could we do?

A growing number of climate scientists believe that there may be only one possible answer to that question: change features of the earth's environment in ways that would offset the warming effect of greenhouse gases, a concept known as "geoengineering" (or "climate engineering"). The most plausible way of doing this would be to use very fine particles in (or above) the stratosphere to block a small fraction (roughly 2 percent) of sunlight. While geoengineering science is in its infancy, most scientists who have studied the idea believe it is likely to be feasible and cost-effective.

Indeed, at least one of the presentations at the 2008 conference insisted that "[g]eoengineering cannot replace mitigation," and the conference included
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respectable scientific authorities, not the same old cast of deniers.

Given AEI’s longstanding opposition to any climate action — and the considerable support ExxonMobil has given to them — this may seem quite surprising. Then again, if the worst nightmares of greens are true, maybe not. Jeff Goodell reports one green activist as writing “combining dire warnings about climate action’s economic costs with exaggerated claims about geoengineering’s potential is the new climate denialism.”

Is this so? No one, of course, can read the minds of AEI’s board members. Yet geoengineering is more than practically convenient for conservatives; it is ideologically consistent as well. On a simple level, of course, CM does allow polluters to continue polluting and SUV drivers to continue guzzling gas. But it is also consonant with a wider and deeper conservative view that, essentially, the market and human innovation will eventually solve whatever problems they have created. This ideological view — still in place after the global financial crisis of 2008-10 — is not based on scientific feasibility or economic data; it is an article of libertarian faith. Whatever problem the market has created, the market will solve, with no need for complex and freedom-abridging government intervention. Moreover, since, in theory at least, geoengineering could be implemented by private actors (albeit, one presumes, under the close supervision of international or at least governmental agencies), it is a libertarian dream: a market-created, privately-implemented solution that could conceivably proceed without any significant government regulation of behavior.

I will return to the conundrums this poses for environmentalists in Section II.B, below. Clearly, those of us who consider ourselves environmentalists are faced with a question. Must everything my enemy likes also be hateful to me, or does CM represent an opportunity for an unprecedented cooperation between greens and browns, the former prevailing in ends (yes, the climate is changing, and yes, we need to act), the latter in means?

D. Summary: Plus c’est la même chose, plus ça change

What has changed is a result of what has not changed. Twelve years after my initial article and eighteen years after the 1992 NAS study, at least half of the American Congress still holds the view (publicly at least) that anthropogenic climate change is not even happening. This is a result not of scientific uncertainty but of lobbying and pseudo-science by the energy industry and others with a significant financial stake in the status quo. One may, of course, deride such critiques as partisan or naïve, but they are historical, not ideological. Tracking the memes of doubt and uncertainty leads, time and time again, to publicists and occasional scientists affiliated with commercial actors. Nothing has changed, because there is great, concentrated power against change, and a collective action problem on the other side.
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Yet precisely because so little has changed in the politics of climate change regulation, much has changed in the science and policy of climate management. The question now is: has it changed for the better, or the worse?

II. THE CASE FOR PLAN B

As we have seen, there are numerous arguments for investigating the possibility of CM as a climate change strategy. If nothing else, it is not GHG reduction, which has had such a sorry history that it begs for an alternative. Of course, CM is not a panacea, and so I begin the normative case for “Plan B” by addressing the policy objections that have been raised against CM by critics. Some of these I first addressed in 1998; others have become known more recently. All, I believe, are answerable. I then conclude this essay in the following section with a reflection on the deeper meaning of CM for environmental advocates: why it is a good idea to surrender to the villains, and the lessons all of us can learn precisely from our resistance to CM.

A. Are We Still Afraid of Giant Laser Space Frisbees?

In 1998, I identified four primary policy concerns regarding geoengineering: that it simply would not work, that it costs too much, that it is “unnatural,” and that it subverts other efforts at regulation. Three of these four concerns remain active today. First, CM technologies remain largely untested, and “common sense” as well as humility cause most people to react with skepticism of their efficacy. Of course, many past efforts to correct one human intervention in natural processes by introducing another have led to unintended negative side-effects. Second, CM continues to offend the deep sensibilities of environmentalists because it is unnatural, a concern discussed in Section B. And third, there is no question that as CM grows in legitimacy, it has the potential to undermine efforts at preventive regulation — though my claim is that that potential is not needed, as regulatory efforts are failing well enough on their own.

One policy concern that has faded in importance is that of cost. Indeed, as we have learned more about the true costs of GHG reduction, and the possibilities of relatively low-cost CM, the issue of cost now seems to cut in favor of CM rather than against it.115 Perhaps the metaphor of the “Manhattan Project” which I and others have used for a proposed CM R&D effort is misleading; it is possible that after research, CM may be among the least expensive climate change strategies in a policy portfolio. For example, Caldeira, Wood, and Myrhvold estimate the costs of an Arctic-focused SRM process to be only $20 million in startup costs and $10 million in annual operating costs.116

In addition to these older concerns, there are three additional ones that were not well known in 1998 but present serious challenges today. In each case, I find the concerns valid, but addressable. I now turn to these critiques.
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1. Moral Hazard: Don’t Worry, Be Happy?

Some critics charge that geoengineering gives a “free pass” to polluters and will undermine efforts to attain meaningful GHG reduction. This is the familiar “moral hazard” argument: that, in David Keith’s elegantly simple presentation, “knowledge that geoengineering is possible → climate impacts look less fearsome → a weaker commitment to cutting emissions today.”

This argument is quite cogent, but my response is simple: Big Oil doesn’t need this moral hazard to postpone any action on climate change. It’s been doing just fine for twenty years.

Even without any real awareness of CM, even with a melting Greenland and shrinking Arctic, even with drowning polar bears, American society and government has totally failed to act on climate change. We don’t need this moral hazard, because we’re already immoral. It’s not as if we were this close to meaningful action in Copenhagen, or a serious climate bill in the last Congress. And as of 2010, “climate is gone,” according to GOP Strategist Karl Rove. In short, we are nowhere near where we need to be, and despite all the well-meaning public relations initiatives, we are moving fast in the other direction, if India and China are included. Yes, millions of people now worry about their carbon footprint. But as Gore himself well knows, all that is window dressing if we cannot shift our utilities and major industrial bases to less carbon-intensive consumption patterns, and if China and India do not come to the table.

Some have worried that geoengineering’s essential political message is essentially “Don’t Worry, Be Happy.” But this concern, too, is answerable: as CM advocate Nathan Myrhvold has said, blaming geoengineering for complacency is like blaming a heart surgeon for saving the life of someone who doesn’t exercise and eats too much. Yes, the existence of heart surgery does engender a certain amount of apathy. But how much? Do overeaters really eat too much because a quadruple bypass is available someday? Obviously not — and surely none of us would ban treatments for heart disease because they do not address the “root problem.” Likewise here.

2. Risks: Unk-Unks

As in 1998, one of the leading criticisms of CM today is that it there are too many unknowns and too many risks associated with human management of climate. Bad enough are the “known unknowns” — but worse are what Donald Rumsfeld called “unknown unknowns,” or, as they are now called colloquially, “unk-unks,” which in the case of the Earth’s climate are effectively infinite.

We cannot answer this criticism today because we have not even begun serious research into CM. We don’t know whether CM can work, and we won’t know until we take it seriously as a policy option. We know that its theoretical basis is sound. But it is

---
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premature to object that "we don’t know if it will work" because we haven’t yet even begun to investigate it.

Some of this criticism, surely, is more based in fear than in rational calculation: “Common sense” simply tells us that SRM, OIF, and albedo enhancement are crazy ideas that will not work. So, Al Gore calls CM “nuts.” But what is really “nuts,” as the old cliché holds, is doing the same thing as before and expecting a different result. If there is a concern about the feasibility of a particular project, then more, rather than less, research is warranted. Doubtless, the Apollo missions to the moon seemed loony at the time, yet a serious campaign of research and development yielded success. Likewise, perhaps, with climate management.

These general anxieties are not, of course, the same as specific concerns that climate scientists have raised. For example, it is possible that sulfate aerosol SRM may increase tropospheric sulfate loading and surface deposition or affect cirrus clouds, and that SRM may negatively impact atmospheric ozone levels, and allow ocean acidification to intensify.

Yet all of these potential risks call for more research, rather than less. And because the economics of regulation are so unfavorable, the risks of not researching CM are considerable. As such, this a classic risk vs. risk dilemma. Indeed, as David Keith has noted given the feasibility of CM and the temptation to use it as a quick fix, it might be more useful to compare the risk of geoengineering carefully against the risk of doing so hastily. The question is whether we want an eventual CM implementation to be a hasty fix erected amidst an emergency, or one which has been carefully planned over time. The climate chickens will come home to roost eventually; will we be ready, or will our concern over risks make those risks more acute?

3. Equity: The Rain in Spain Falls Mainly...

As we have learned more about the science of geoengineering, questions of equity have become much sharper than they were in 1998, particularly surrounding SRM. It is already known that the effects of climate change will vary across the globe. Some regions will get hotter, others cooler, and some may even experience benefits from climate change. All of this is complicated by uncertainty, as models vary widely regarding the local effects of global climate change. Even if SRM is applied more or less uniformly across the globe, or focused in less-populated areas (such as the Arctic, where it is needed most), the net effects of SRM on local climate patterns will likely vary considerably from place to place, with some areas experiencing more negative effects
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than others.

For example, the effects of SRM's "cooling" may be experienced in radically different ways, far more complex than mere temperature change: since SRM only decreases temperature in the daytime, it reduces the average temperature difference between day and night, which may play havoc with local ecosystemic processes, including plant and animal populations, wind and precipitation. Some areas may have increased precipitation, others decreased precipitation. The severity of these effects likewise will vary from region to region. Some have expressed concern that SRM might lessen rainfall in Africa, Asia, and the Amazon.126

A second example of regional variation could arise with regard to albedo enhancement, which may have strong localized effects; if clouds are brighter in one place but unaltered in another, the differential impact could be significant. This, indeed, is one of the advantages of albedo enhancement, as it might be focused on the poles, where warming is worst.127

Regional variations in SRM effects are further complicated by the difficulty of measurement. While climate is essentially predictable, many of the effects of SRM may manifest more in local weather patterns, which, as we all know, are far less predictable. Even if we could imagine a scenario in which countries compensated one another for the undesirable consequences of SRM, it is difficult to imagine how those consequences would be measured, or attributed to SRM as opposed to some other source. History here may be instructive: thirty years into the acid rain crisis, northeastern states are still bickering with midwestern ones about the causes of acid rain and what might be done to compensate for them. Surely, such negotiations would be even more fraught on a global scale.

It is also possible that, if SRM takes place in the stratosphere, the sulfates involved may adversely affect atmospheric ozone layers. In response, David Keith has recently suggested that SRM focus on the mesosphere, the layer above the stratosphere, where such secondary effects would not arise and where, due to differences in atmospheric currents, SRM could be better focused on the polar regions where it is needed more.128 I note that a number of private actors (including, yes, Richard Branson) are developing high-altitude aircraft/spacecraft that may well be able to deliver the sulfates to the mesosphere at extremely low cost, simply as part of their ordinary business.129

Finally, even accounting for unintended regional variations, it is also the case that not all nations have the same incentives regarding climate change. It has been suggested, for example, that Russia may actually stand to gain from global warming; would Russia insist on compensation for a successful SRM scheme (especially one focused on the Arctic), which prevented such a boon from occurring?130 As Red Team member James
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only question environmental advocates have is whether we want to implement that option in a rushed, hasty way, or whether we want to research, plan, and test CM in advance. When looked at from a pragmatic point of view, like Wood's, the game is really already over.

In this concluding section, I want to engage with what it means for an environmentalist to support a strategy that indulges precisely those villains who got us into this mess in the first place — and why we should get over ourselves and do so. In a sense, CM is a resounding defeat, a huge concession to industries that have lied so much that now only CM will save us. Yet if we can transcend the us/them, green/brown dichotomy, only the last few words of that sentence should matter: only CM will save us.

1. Utopian Dreams, Dystopian Nightmares

"The master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They may allow us temporarily to beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us to bring about genuine change." — Audre Lorde

Clearly, the motives of liberal and conservative advocates of CM differ. On the left, most CM advocates have stated that one must embrace it reluctantly, and with great hesitation. Not so on the Right, however. As described above, for libertarians and conservatives, geoengineering as a concept is to be embraced enthusiastically. It is preferable to vast and expensive regulatory regimes. Additionally, most people of a conservative or libertarian bent tend also to have fewer essentially philosophical (or even religious) qualms about “tampering with nature.” After all, these are the same ideologies that tend to align with genetic engineering, pesticide use, and artificially-created “foods” in the first place — the notion of doing so on a climatic scale is not particularly uncomfortable. Indeed, it may even be regarded as exciting.

The deeper message of CM is far more alluring than the mere saving of money; it is that we can rely on human ingenuity, market forces, technological innovation, and that we have no need for government regulation and harsh preventive measures. Geoengineering resonates with conservatives in a deeper way than liberal concerns have yet articulated; it is in harmony with fundamental conservative commitments to market forces, technology, and anti-government sentiments.

For greens, this is a double conundrum. First, research into geoengineering empowers the “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” crowd in their debates with sincere activists trying to fight global warming. Second, if CM actually works, the bad guys win: precisely the most heinous twisters of truth to continue profiting from their exploitation of the Earth. But we liberals should not burn the planet out of spite. Yes, CM is our worst nightmare — but it also can awaken us from the utopian dream that somehow, American capitalist consumerist society will transform itself, the “people” will rise, and the malefactors of great wealth will be defeated. This is a pipe dream. Do we really believe that Al Gore’s Nobel Prize will really defeat ExxonMobil in the halls of the

Congress? Even when the American public overwhelmingly supports some action on climate change, the American Congress does not. And so long as climate change mitigation can be said to require “intrusive government regulation” and “job-killing carbon taxes” and other bogeymen of the Fox News Right, it will be a very difficult sell. We need to find a way beyond the partisan battle-lines — and geoengineering, precisely because it is so distasteful and abhorrent to dark green liberals like me, is that way.

If CM gives us some new bedfellows, well, all the better, since continuing to hope against hope that everyone will “green up” is naïve. Perhaps we might take a cue from Ken Caldeira and Lowell Wood, two ideological opposites who are now close allies in CM research and development. Wood, as already mentioned, is the father of “Star Wars,” the Strategic Defense Initiative, as well as a protégé of Edward Teller, and a longtime conservative Cold Warrior. Caldeira is a former “quasi-socialist” whose car has a bumper sticker saying “JAIL BUSH.” Caldeira calls Wood a “right-wing nut,” and Wood calls Caldeira “a tree-hugger of the most liberal persuasion.” Yet they are friends and colleagues who agree on the reality of climate change and the need for CM to address it.

Moreover, we should consider the impact of utopian, idealistic wishes for a carbon-free future might have on “Southern” developing countries and their populations. A serious shift to low-carbon energy sources would take decades, during which time the developing world would either need to receive some sort of a “pass” (thus further limiting the impact of such a shift) or would be at a severe disadvantage in terms of their own development. Put simply, there is no way to force everyone to live green without harming the developing world. Of course, all this pretends that it is even “our” choice to make, which in fact it is not. India, Brazil, China, and other nations are not asking the North’s permission to develop as they wish. Concealed in the utopian insistence on global lifestyle change, then, is a Eurocentrism that blinds us to the pressing needs of billions of poor people.

It is not surprising, in this vein, that environmentalists on the left, caught in utopian thinking, resort, over and over again, to nonbinding resolutions, aspirational goals, and hopeful summits in which nothing of consequence is actually achieved. En route to COP-15, for example, the United States and several European countries hammered out a meaningless “aspirational goal” for 50% GHG reductions by 2050, after (of course) intense negotiation among themselves. Never mind that such targets have no prayer of being achieved in the United States, China, India, Russia or Brazil; activists pretended, as we often do, that passing a resolution constituted meaningful action on climate change. None of that, of course, saved the Copenhagen summit from disaster, and none of it will help Copenhagen the city deal with rising sea levels.
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Climate change is real. Perhaps geoengineering bears out the conservative view that human ingenuity can clean up the messes it creates, and perhaps it is caving into precisely the villains who created this mess in the first place. But I for one would gladly swallow my pride in exchange for being able to walk in the forest.

Such humility is a good thing. If utopian dreaming characterizes some dark green thinking about environmental policy, dystopian nightmares characterize much of the rest of it. If we look honestly, there is no question that, among progressives in particular, forms of apocalyptic thinking are commonplace. Utopians, progressives, and liberals tend to fret (or celebrate) that the end of the world as we know it is nigh — not just in terms of environmental issues, but also economic, political, scientific, and religious ones. When I wrote my original geoengineering article, fears of Y2K were already beginning to surface, particularly among left-wing doomsayers who warned that our financial system was in danger of collapse. These days, on the fringes of political and social discourse, it’s 2012.

Now, it is obviously true that such predictions are occasionally correct. The global financial system did indeed melt down in 2008, and would likely have melted more had former free-marketeers suddenly (and perhaps courageously) embraced massive governmental action. Biodiversity has indeed crashed, and species do often become extinct or extirpated. The sky sometimes does fall.

But sometimes it does not. Surely the astonishing success of the Montreal Protocol to reverse the loss of stratospheric ozone — and the faster-than-expected recovery of the atmosphere — should give pause to all of us who are deeply concerned about climate change. Of course, as I also noted in 1998, ozone and climate change are very different problems, the latter far more complex than the former. But is there not some cause for pause? Is there not a grain of truth to the generally conservative sense that our species’ collective know-how can indeed solve very serious problems, and that nature can sometimes rebound faster than we suspect?

Now, I certainly do not want to endorse, even for a moment, the pseudo-scientific prevarication that climate change is not actually happening, only to explore the cognitive orientation that mitigates against panic. Of course, it may well be that such “pause” feels good precisely because the worst-case climate scenarios are so horrifying. Perhaps climate change is so horrible that human beings find it impossible to contemplate seriously, which is why the campaigns of denial are so successful. Maybe we can’t handle the truth. But the years I have spent since 1998 exploring the nexus points between religion, sexuality, and law, as well as my work outside the legal academy exploring apocalyptic and messianic religious movements, have convinced me that ideologies of fear have, as it were, minds of their own. As a factual and, for lack of a better term, spiritual matter, I am still quite persuaded that we are in the midst of an unprecedented global climate crisis. But I am also mindful that apocalypses tend to be feared excessively, and tend not to happen.

So, yes, I intended the Audre Lorde quotation to be somewhat ironic. I am indeed advocating, in this case, playing by the master’s rules — by which I mean the political arithmetic determined by the power of certain corporate interests, together with the
ideology and pseudo-ideology that their lackeys fabricate. It is more than distasteful to do so; it is practically repugnant. But that’s politics. If environmentalists are serious about climate change, rather than other agendas, then we must divest ourselves of our utopian dreams and dystopian nightmares, and do the messy work of political compromise. The adage holds that a compromise is a solution that pleases nobody. If nothing else, climate management is that.

2. Killing Mother Nature

“Dark greens,” those deep ecologist, ecofeminists, and others of us who view nature not as a mere resource or commodity, but as something sacred in itself, obviously must loathe the very idea of “climate management.” Perhaps this is the “end of nature,” as Bill McKibben prophesied: a giant air conditioner in the sky, whitening the blue sky and creating fake, technicolor sunsets. No wonder the likes of Edward Teller — Dr. Strangelove himself, the man who tried to carve new fjords in Alaska with nuclear weapons151 — was one of geoengineering’s earliest proponents.

As a wind-power-using, Prius-driving, Mother-Nature-News-contributing environmentalist myself, I resonate deeply with these concerns, on both rational and sub-rational levels. CM feels deeply wrong, and the fact that Newt Gingrich likes it makes it feel even more wrong. Blue Team veteran David Keith puts it this way:

This is why geoengineering is so dangerous, and why we need to be careful about how we pursue this . . . It’s not the end of nature — but it is the end of wilderness — or at least our idea of wilderness. It means consciously admitting that we’re living on a managed planet. It may be that geoengineering can help save the Arctic. But it won’t be the same Arctic we have today. It will be a museum piece, a place for the elites to go someday and remember what the real Arctic used to be like. The fact is, whether we want to admit it or not, we’re living in a zoo. And we’re both the animals and the zookeepers now.152

Climate management should feel wrong; in a way, it goes against the very reasons most greens are green to begin with. But there are at least two responses to this critique.

First, let’s remember that we are talking here not about intellectual, idealist, or social constructions of “nature,” but about actual ice caps, polar bears, estuaries, and trees. Is it really true that the “managed” Arctic will be so different from the present one? Will the polar bears notice? We greens need to get real. We must grant that the human race has made a mess of its home planet. The question now is, can we clean it up? Or do we continue to delude ourselves that somehow we will reform our ways, not be messy anymore, and somehow miraculously avoid the consequences of a century of profligacy? As my intervening decade spent working on questions of law and religion may perhaps evince, I do believe that attitudes and behaviors can change, and that the deepest problems of our society are spiritual (psychological, if you prefer) at root. None of that, however, changes the current molecular composition of the stratosphere, or the inevitable results it will bring to life on Earth. We dark greens need to get over ourselves.

In so doing, we can at least take solace from nature itself. As I was writing the
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previous paragraph, a pileated woodpecker landed on a tree outside my window. It struck me immediately that my human conceptions of “nature,” which are of course social constructions, just like other intellectual concepts of the world, had very little to do with the bird’s wellbeing, while the fall weather certainly did. The hemlocks in my yard will, at some point, almost certainly succumb to the hemlock tip blight slowly destroying the hemlocks of the Northeast, a blight which may (of course we will never know) be traceable to changes in climate. That affects the woodpecker much more than my sense of wonder when I go hiking in the Adirondacks. If dark greens “get real,” then the reality of non-human life might show us a way forward.

Second, let’s remember that the so-called “nature” we enjoy already is already geoengineered beyond recognition. As Bill McKibben put it, the sound of the chainsaw is always in the woods. The tree where the woodpecker landed was not a hemlock, but a Japanese invasive that wouldn’t be in my yard but for human intervention. Likewise with the global climate. As Steven Levitt and Stephen Dubner put it, “In just a few centuries, we will have burned up most of the fossil fuel that took 300 million years of biological accumulation to make. Compared with that, injecting a bit of sulfur into the sky seems pretty mild.” Anthropogenic climate change is, itself, a form of unintentional CM, and while two wrongs do not make a right, they can sometimes get us back to neutral.

3. One Man Cannot Make a Difference

Stan: Who are the corporations?

Hippie: The corporations run the entire world. And now they’ve fooled you into working for them.

We are creatures of narrative. Our sacred myths, our everyday lives, and our political minds all are built upon stories; narrative is how we organize ourselves as human beings, and it has been this way, it would seem, ever since we became human, tens of thousands of years ago. Narratives are about people — good, bad, and in between — and they imbue a sense of power and moment to our lives. If only Macbeth had chosen differently; if only Moses hadn’t struck the rock. These stories, even when tragic, imbue our own decisions with a sense of importance; our decisions, they say, matter. And of course, we don’t like to feel powerless in the face of tragedy.

Yet this reliance on narrative misleads us today, in a world of large-scale structures, hidden villains, and political and economic forces which are not conveyed adequately in tales. If we look for “what each of us can do to solve the climate crisis,” we will be looking in the wrong place for solutions. If we really believe that our individual choices, as opposed to our collective political will, make a serious difference, we are deluding ourselves.
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Yes, in some sense, the causes of our climate crisis are carbon emissions. But individual emissions are ecologically insignificant compared with the emissions from utilities, and the functional difference between my Prius and my neighbor’s Hummer SUV, even multiplied across society, is statistically zero. We need collective action to solve this collective problem, with the largest sources of GHG emissions addressed in a systematic, top-down way that prevents free riders and ensures that all of our individual actions actually add up to a meaningful abatement in global GHG emissions. Not only has this not occurred, but even the fitful starts toward such a policy have not even been attempted. Kyoto, Geneva, Copenhagen — at some point the international community will run out of cities in which to fail to address climate change. Europe’s actions are insufficient, yet they are not even close to being met by India, China, the United States, and Brazil. Domestically, the United States has gone from bad to worse, and internationally, the prospects of a meaningful (i.e., India- and China-inclusive) treaty seem dim indeed. And every time popular momentum seems to gather behind meaningful GHG reduction, Exxon or the Koch brothers pour another $20 million into spin and electioneering.156

The real reason for the climate crisis is not individual behavior but the lack of collective action. The problem here is that our popular legal culture still sees these problems as essentially narrative ones, and narratives have heroes and villains. Our wrong characterization of political motivation helps enable the con.

Likewise, who are the “villains” in climate change? Bashing corporations is, as the South Park quote suggests, something of a cliché. But the reason it is a cliché is precisely because of our inability to see clearly, and to extend moral, ethical, and religious reasoning to the post-nineteenth century capitalist world. The problem of corporations is not that they are sinister, dastardly conspiracies led by Montgomery-Burns-like villains. Nor is the problem about a CEO who cheated or a manager who cut corners. All of us who have worked in business (including this writer), know that most people who work at corporations are simply trying to do their jobs and make some money.

No, the problem isn’t when corporations go wrong. The problem is when they go right. By law, public corporations are required to maximize profit for shareholders. Even if they give money to charity, or choose an ethical way of doing business, they are required to justify the decision by saying it will ultimately pay off, in the form of increased sales or goodwill, for example. Enshrined in law at 1 U.S.C. § 1, the word “person” when used in a statute includes corporations and other companies. Corporations can be sued, like people can be; they, not shareholders, hold responsibility for their actions; and they, too, have certain constitutional rights, including the right to contribute heavily to political campaigns. But imagine if these corporate entities really were people, what kind of people they would be. Enormously powerful, and richer than the wealthiest billionaire. Nearly omnipresent, with outposts of information gathering and product dissemination around the globe. And yet, totally, animalistically greedy, with only the single focus of maximizing profits. If corporations were people, they would be massively

powerful ogres, direly in need of religious or moral instruction.

The villains are not individual "black hats," although those certainly exist. The villain is the system itself. The pleasant falsehood that "each of us can make a difference" prevents us from making a difference. It miscasts the nature of the problem and of the solution. The problem, domestically, is that our Congress is being bought and our population being brainwashed, not because of evildoers or ignoramuses but because of the regular functioning of the system of incentives that enable our market economy to work. The system is the problem, and the system isn’t going anywhere.

We may cherish our dreams of individuals being able to make a difference, but individuals cannot make a meaningful difference when public utilities, huge industries, and vast economic patterns matter so much more. As someone who has spent much of the last decade as an activist as well as academic, I know this is Not What We’re Supposed To Say. We’re supposed to empower people. A well-meaning voice in Leonardo DiCaprio’s film, The 11th Hour, puts it well: “People need to realize there are things they can do in their everyday lives. Everybody making a change adds up to something meaningful.” But this sentiment, however pleasant, is demonstrably false.

I recognize that this argument, like CM itself, flies in the face of some time-honored American values. As one reporter said, “Geoengineering, in some ways, runs counter to a deeper American philosophy — it’s not about self-betterment through individual action, it’s about big-picture thinking.” But GHG concentrations in the atmosphere are numerical values, not ideological ones, and the facts are the facts.

Indeed, the only place where individual action might well make a difference is if that action is focused on political communication, rather than ever-more-puritanical curbs on one’s own wasteful behavior. No amount of bike riding will stop climate change so long as James Inhofe can affect policy in Washington. The myth that climate change is somehow a non-partisan political issue plays into the right-wing strategy of delay and debate, and its concomitant falsity that the science of climate change is somehow controversial. In the 2010 Senate debate on climate change, only a single Republican, Lindsey Graham, initially supported GHG reduction, and he abandoned the bill due to political pressure and conflicts with Democratic leadership. Every other one was opposed. Once again, this is not to suggest that G.O.P. politicians are wearing black hats; rather, they are responding to the political influence of their extremely high-capacity donors in a way that is consonant with overall conservative ideologies. The point is that this is a political, not personal, problem. Citizens who know their carbon footprint but not Sen. Inhofe’s name are wasting their time.

Of course, it is better to have fluorescent bulbs than not to have them. But doing so confuses ethical responsibility with political efficacy. Ethically, it may well be that, as Kant insisted, each of us is required to act in a universalizable way; it is ethically wrong, in this view, to have an unreasonably positive carbon footprint. But ethics is not the same as politics. Now, if ever we have real climate change regulation, changes in personal behavior will perforce be required, and so maybe it makes sense to start training now.
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But the notion that such behavior change will make a difference absent such regulation — absent massive changes from factories, utilities, fleets of trucks, factory farms, power grids, and automobile manufacture techniques — is a fallacy which tends to diminish the importance of collective, pragmatic political action. The idealism of personal purity coupled with non- or un-pragmatic voting (remember Ralph Nader?) is a form of willful blindness that costs all of us.

The climate change narrative is an almost faceless one, in which the structures of our economy and politics are aligned in an almost perfect array against meaningful action against GHGs. Activists may still rail about “corporate greed,” but perhaps miss the true meaning of the term. Yes, the problem is corporate greed, the depersonalized “greed” built into corporate law itself. One wonders if it would be a breach of fiduciary duty for Exxon’s executives not to oppose every effort at averting climate change. Surely their legal responsibility must be to ensure Exxon’s long-term sustainability — not the sustainability of the planet. If these individuals wear black hats, it is because the costumes are required by law.

I am convinced that working toward meaningful emissions reduction is a fight we will lose. In an era of record oil-industry profits, newly unlimited corporate contributions to political campaigns, and the exigencies of mass media and expertise regarding spin and science, scientists concerned about climate change are at an insurmountable disadvantage to those whose legal responsibility it is to maximize profits. It would be nice if we could maintain our ideological purity, and pretend that if each of us acts ethically, the forests will not burn. But given the factual inaccuracy of that view, is it not, in fact, unethical to maintain it?

C. Conclusion, or, How I Learned to Keep Worrying and Still Love Climate Management

Am I still a geoengineering believer? Yes, more than ever. The last twelve years have shown that the vested interests in doing nothing about climate change are stronger than I predicted in 1998, and give rise to a deep pessimism that the United States — and a fortiori China and India — will ever make the GHG reductions necessary to avert dangerous climate change. So what are the next steps?

First, we need an immediate commitment to government subsidized research, on the basis of the October 2010 House Science & Technology Committee Report and the September, 2010 GAO Report, and the 2010 NRC report, each of which listed specific areas for further research. The 2010 NRC report suggested seven research areas: the physical potential and feasibility of different SRM approaches, potential consequences of SRM on other Earth systems, methods for decision making in “climate emergencies,” systems of governance, improved ‘baseline’ measurements of climate change, public attitudes and potential communication approaches, and an integrated research effort into the physical, ecological, technical, social, and ethical issues. CM has languished as a policy without a constituency: too brown for the greens, too green (insofar as it
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acknowledges that climate change is real) for the browns. But we are clearly at a tipping point, with more momentum and movement in the last six months than in the six years after I wrote my first article. I argued in 1998 that the time for a geoengineering “Manhattan Project” was now. After twelve years, it seems as though “now” has finally come.

Second, we need a shift in the policy and legal discourse surrounding climate management. How we talk matters. Along with the term “geoengineering,” I would like to remove the whiff of whimsy that still lingers around many popular, legal, and even scientific discussions of CM. The more this strategy is depicted as being something out of Jules Verne, the less seriously it, and climate change, will be taken. If human management of the global climate scares us, good — it should scare us. But it should not scare us into jokes.

Third, we need a shift in mindset among environmentalists, and a healthy dose of ideological humble pie. CM has long been too brown for the greens and too green for the browns. But we are clearly at a tipping point. I have suggested that CM, for all its flaws, is our best bet for climate sustainability. This does not mean, however, that every environmentalist must support it. On the contrary, environmentalists can think tactically about the breadth of policy options presented to policymakers. Yes, CM may make the “both-and” argument somewhat harder to make. But we have not exactly succeeded with “either/or,” have we? Just as moderates need liberals to define the parameters of public conversation, so too CM advocates need dark greens to prevent neo-cons from running away with geoengineering as a panacea. Tactically, and ultimately practically, geoengineers and dark greens are playing on the same team, even if we play different positions as we do so.

I argued in 1998 that the time for a geoengineering “Manhattan Project” was now. After twelve years, it seems as though geoengineering is, as the New America Foundation dubbed it, “a horrifying idea whose time has come.” As Scott Barrett said, geoengineering’s “future application seems more likely than not.” It is a matter of simple economics: “The incentives for countries to experiment with geoengineering, especially should climate change prove abrupt or catastrophic, are very strong. It is also because the incentives for countries to reduce their emissions are weaker.”

In this light, it is as irresponsible to postpone serious research into CM as it is to postpone serious research into green technologies. Hoping that we can avoid the need for CM is like hoping we can avoid the need for cars and air conditioners, envisioning some utopian future in which everyone will have the personal tastes of a “dark green” and the lack of personal property to match. Not only is this vision hopelessly unrealistic and potentially fascist, it sacrifices to its ideal eschatological vision the very survival of the biosphere as we know it today.

I return, then, to my concluding paragraph from 1998, which I think still holds true, twelve years on:

---
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In the end, the debate about geoengineering is largely a debate about what sorts of environmental policies to pursue in an imperfect world. It seems almost preposterous to buck the trends of holistic systems management and suggest running like the Sorcerer’s Apprentice from symptom to symptom. It may also seem as though driving less or cutting fewer trees is simpler than scattering dust particles in the stratosphere. It is certainly more elegant. But when the Damocles’ sword of massive biotic disruption is hanging over our heads, we should choose what works.\footnote{Manhattan, supra note 1, at 139.}